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Abstract 
 
In longitudinal clinical trials, we may define the onset of treatment response or treatment 
failure based on assessing relative change on clinical instruments that are commonly used 
in clinical practices. In some cases, the defined event needs to be confirmed at pre-
defined later visit/visits after the event onset.  However, when patients drop out of the 
study early or get an alternative medical intervention after the initial onset of the event, 
the subsequent clinical assessments are missing or considered as missing for the latter 
visits. Therefore, the event (either response or failure) cannot be confirmed and the 
information becomes censored. In this research, we compare several methods that are 
commonly used to deal with the sustained or confirmed response or failure when the 
missing data exist and the censoring may be informative. Simulation results are given to 
illustrate the methods to be applied and the bias introduced is also assessed for the 
corresponding method.  
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1. Background 

 
In longitudinal clinical trials, we may define the onset of treatment response or treatment 
failure based on assessing relative change on clinical instruments or assessments that are 
commonly used in clinical practices [1]. In schizophrenia trails, a well-accepted treatment 
response is defined as 30% or 50% improvement [2] from baseline in Positive and 
Negative Symptom Scale (PANSS) total score [3]. Sometimes, clinicians may use the 
change score of the Clinical Global Impression (CGI) to make decision on treatment 
failure or treatment response [4], or change score of the Expanded Disability Status Scale 
(EDSS) [5] to define the disability progression or disability improvement in multiple 
sclerosis. 
 
In some cases, the defined event may need to be confirmed at pre-defined later visit/visits 
after the event onset. For example, in defining a sustained response in schizophrenia in a 
weekly assessed trial, the patients need to have at least two consecutive visits that meet 
the criteria of 30% decrease from baseline in PANSS total score [6].    
 
When patients early drop out of the study or get an alternative medical intervention after 
the initial onset of the event, the subsequent clinical assessments are missing or 
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considered as missing for the latter visits. Even though in some cases the visits during the 
alternative medical intervention may be used to confirm the initial event occurred prior to 
the start of the alternative medical intervention, there is high chance that the event 
(response or failure) cannot be confirmed, therefore the information becomes censored. 
   
For example in a 6-visits (weekly visits) schizophrenia trial you can expect the following 
scenarios of data pattern in defining the sustained/confirmed event (Table 1). The 
question arises on the scenarios 5 and 6, on whether they can be classified as the 
confirmed events.     
 

Table 1: Scenarios of data pattern in defining the sustained response  
 

Scenario Visit 1 Visit 2 Visit 3 Visit 4 Visit 5 Visit 6 Event 
[1] o o o o o o No 
[2] o o o response o o No 
[3] o o response response   Yes 
[4] o o o . . . censor 
[5] o o response . . . ? 
[6] o o o o o response ? 

    o: observation that doesn’t meet criteria  
 
Another example (Table 2) is to assess the confirmed disability progression (trimonthly 
visits), defined as patients who have at least a 1.0 point increase on the EDSS score 
(range 0-10) from baseline that is confirmed at the next visit. 
 
 

Table 2: Scenarios of data pattern in defining the confirmed disability progression   
  

Scenario BL Visit x Visit x Next Visit Visit x Last Visit  Event 
[1] o o o o o o No 
[2] o o progression o o o No 
[3] o o progression confirmed     o  Yes 
[4] o o o . . . censor 
[5] o o progression . . . ? 
[6] o o o o o progression ? 

    o: observation that doesn’t meet criteria  
 

In clinical trials, it is expected the following issues may occur when we use the clinical 
assessment to define the event of interest. Observations are longitudinally collected at 
protocol defined visits, either weekly or monthly visit. Therefore, the events can only be 
detected at these pre-defined visits. The information between visits may be censored 
when the visit intervals are too far apart. Assessment instrument is subjective, e.g., 
PANSS, CGI, or EDSS scales. The endpoint is not normally distributed, and it is 
expected that the distribution might be skewed. Missing data occur due to early patient 
drop-out with a high rate, e.g., 30%-40% during study in schizophrenia trials [7]. Most 
importantly, when we assess the sustained/confirmed events, after we find the onset of 
the event, the confirmation visit may be missing, and the mechanism of missingness may 
not be random. This leads to the issue of informative censoring, which may cause biased 
resulting inference when performing survival analysis on the time-to-event data, e.g., 
Kaplan-Meier estimation [8].    
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In this paper, we are interested in exploring various statistical methods to analyze time-
to- “confirmed event” data when non-random dropouts may exist after the initial event 
occurs. We refer this initial event as the “unconfirmed event”. To explore the impact on 
the estimation by using different methods, we first simulated a true population without 
missing data and then created missing pattern and applied to the true population dataset to 
generate our “base dataset” that contains dropouts. From this “base dataset”, we 
resampled 1000 datasets (referred as “studies”) and then summarized the results with 
respect to hazard ratio, coverage probability, relative bias, % studies showing significant 
treatment difference for each method.  
 
 

2. Methods of handling missing confirmation data  

 
Assuming we only consider two treatment groups with an endpoint of time-to-confirmed 
event, which is derived from a longitudinally assessed clinical endpoint.   

 Longitudinal assessments:  Yij , i=1, … n (ith subject) at j=1 to K (jth visit)  
 Event data: Ti = (ti, δi) where ti is the event onset time, and δi is the censorship 

indicator, i=1, … n (ith subject)     
 
We focus on how to handle missing data (i.e., missing confirmation visit resulted in 
unconfirmed event). Standard statistical analysis methods are used to analyze such data. 
They include but not limited to Fisher’s exact, chi-square, or logistic regression for 
categorical endpoints, and survival analysis (log-rank, PH model) for the time-to-event 
endpoints.   
 
The methods we are going to explore to deal with missing confirmation data after the 
initial onset of the events include the following:   

 Observed case approach: only count confirmed events as the event of interest    
 All unconfirmed events as confirmed   
 Multiple imputation method/algorithm    
 Joint modeling approach for longitudinal assessments and time-to-event data 

 
2.1 Observed case approach 
 
The simplest way to deal with the missing data in the analysis is to ignore them and only 
analyze observed data using a standard survival analysis method.  In this approach, only 
confirmed events are considered as the events in the analysis. This approach assumes that 
the unconfirmed events with missing confirmation have small chance to be an event of 
interest, i.e., confirmed event, or the rate of missing data is small and can be ignored. 
Statistically speaking, if the missing mechanism is missing completely at random 
(random censoring in survival analysis) for both treatment groups, then this will be an 
appropriate approach to estimate the difference of event rates of interest between 
treatment groups. However, even though the approach is simple and interpretable, using 
only the observed data, the event rates may be underestimated. On the other hand, if the 
assumption of missing complete at random is violated, bias may occur.   
 
2.2 All unconfirmed events as confirmed  
 
Another simple way to deal with missing confirmation visit is to assume all unconfirmed 
events as the event of interest. In contrast to the previous observed cases approach, this 
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method can lead to overestimate the event rates of interest.  In this method, both the 
confirmed events and unconfirmed events with missing confirmation are considered as 
event of interest. This approach has the same weakness as the “last observation carried 
forward” approach to impute the longitudinal missing data. By the same token, if the 
missing mechanism is missing completely at random (random censoring in survival 
analysis) for both treatment groups, it is a reasonable approach to estimate the difference 
of event rates of interest between treatment groups. However, bias may occur when the 
missing completely at random assumption is violated. 
 
For the events of sustained failure or confirmed disability progression, another approach, 
which may be more reasonable to apply, is to include patients who have confirmed events 
or unconfirmed events but dropped out early due to lack of efficacy or due to adverse 
events associated with underlying disease. The unconfirmed events with early dropped-
out due to other reasons are considered not confirmed events.  
 
2.3 Multiple imputation method/algorithm  

 
When the objective is to estimate the event rate of confirmed response or failure, or the 
corresponding time to confirm treatment response or failure, the above approaches in 
Section 2.1 and 2.2 may lead to biased estimations when drop-outs depend on treatment 
and/or event confirmation. We concentrate on the case where a subject has an 
unconfirmed treatment response or failure at their last available assessment and there is 
no further assessment available to confirm this response or failure. This scenario leads us 
to consider applying a multiple imputation method that may have a better property. 
 
Algorithm: the presence or absence of a confirmed disability progression will be imputed 
using a Multiple Imputation (MI) approach [9]:  
1. Among subjects with at least one event, regardless of whether confirmed or not, the 

probability of confirmation for those with a missing clinical assessment to confirm 
the previous event will be estimated via a logistic model, per treatment, adjusting for 
variables such as baseline score, change score to the tentative event.   

2. Based on these probability estimates, confirmed events will be imputed via multiple 
imputations. The multiple imputation from this logistic regression model will be 
conducted multiple (e.g. 30-50) times to generate these (e.g. 30-50) complete analysis 
datasets.  

3. Each of these complete data sets will be analyzed using a specific model (e.g. Cox 
PH, log-rank).  

4. Finally, the statistics (e.g. hazard ratio, standard error, p-value) will be combined 
using Rubin’s rule. SAS Procedures, PROC MI and PROC MIANALYZE will be 
used for analysis.  

  
2.4 Joint modeling method  

 
Another approach is to jointly consider the repeated measurements and the confirmed 
events simultaneously. Theraratically, the joint modeling [10] approach can increase 
efficiency by using longitudinal and time-to-event information and reducing uncertainty, 
and avoid intermittent measurements [11]. This is a likelihood based approach. The 
likelihood function is based on a joint distribution of (Yij, Ti|vi), where Yij  is the 
assessment for subject i at visit j, Ti is the event time of that subject, i=1…N and 
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j=1,…,ni, and vi is common random effects of the process of Yij and Ti. The likelihood 
function is as follows:  
   

L = ∏ ∫ fY (Yij 
|vi) fT(Ti|vi)fv(vi)dv

𝑁

𝑖=1

 

fY(Yij|vi) ~ βl
TXl𝑖 + v0i + v1i𝑠𝑖𝑗 

   (eventi,  ti)~βs
TXsi + 𝑟1v0i + r2v1i   

Where 𝑠𝑖𝑗 is the measurement time at visit j for subject i; ti is the time-to-treatment failure 
for subject i ; X’s are the baseline covariates for subject i.  

𝑣𝑖 = {𝑣0𝑖, 𝑣1𝑖} is random effect with bivariate normal distribution ((
0
0

) , (
𝛼1 𝛼12

𝛼21 𝛼2
)), 

shared by both processes of the repeated longitudinal measurements and the confirmed 
events.  A Weibull baseline hazards model with shape parameter 𝛾 is used as the time-to-
event analysis in simulation studies.  
 

 
3. Simulation   

 
We use simulation to evaluate different approaches to deal with missing confirmation in 
the time to event data.. The simulated data set is for illustration purpose, and may or may 
not apply to certain disease area.  
   
One “true” population was simulated without any missing data. This data set included 
longitudinal assessments at predefined visits for two treatment groups (A vs B). The 
simulation of these longitudinal assessments by the following two steps:  
 

 Step 1: Simulated baseline scores (0 to 5 to avoid ceiling effect, with a mean of 
2.5). For illustration purpose, we assume the scores are continuous. The data 
generated are by 0.5 increment. 

 Step 2: Simulated post-baseline visits scores (9 visits) using baseline score and a 
transitioning matrix (from previous to current visit).  

 
From the “true” population, generated a “base dataset” with an pre-assigned missing 
pattern. We assume the missing is monotone. This missing pattern was based on a pre-
defined probability function from some observed change scores for each visit. The early 
drop-out rates: A vs B is summarized in Table 3 below.  
 

Table 3: Monotone drop-out (%) in the simulated data set 
 

Visit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
A 0.8 3.3 6.0 7.8 10.1 12.8 16.0 16.5 31.4 
B 2.6 6.5 9.2 11.9 14.2 16.7 18.8 20.5 36.0 

 
Summary of simulated events in the “base dataset”: 

 At least one event: A vs B = 31.3% vs 39.9%  
 Confirmed:  A vs B = 15.3% vs 20.1%  
 Confirmation unavailable: A vs B = 3.3 % vs 3.1 %   
 Other: did not meet definition: A vs B = 12.7% vs 16.7% 
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In order to evaluate the performance of each method applying the dataset we simulated 
from the “base dataset”, we resampled 1000 studies using bootstrapping. Each data set 
includes two treatment parallel groups (A and B) with a sample size of n=800 each group. 
Some of the key simulation results are summarized in the Table 4 below. The results are 
based on the 1000 bootstrapping data sets, by applying the Cox PH regression on time to 
event adjusted by the baseliine value. 
 

Table 4: Summary of simulation results for each method used 
 

Method Hazard Ratio (A vs B) P-value    

Mean(Median)  
(True: 0.661)  

Coverage 
Prob. 

Relative 
Bias  

Mean(Median) 
(True: <0.000)  

%  
(<=0.05) 

Observed 
cases   

0.715 (0.713) 97.6% 8.2%  0.020 (0.004)  88.6%  

Unconfirmed 
evants as 
events 

0.671 (0.670)  99.3% 1.5% 0.001 (<0.001)   99.8%  

Imputation 
methods (MI)  

0.664 (0.663)  99.5% 0.5% 0.003 (<0.001) 99.6%  

Joint 
modeling*  

0.724 (0.717)  94.3% 9.4% 0.079 (0.021) 65.8%  

Coverage prob. = % of 95% CIs covering the true HR. Relative bias = 100x[mean HR – true 
HR)/true HR], where i=1, …1000. 
*: Only the studies with convergent estimates are included. The coefficients of random terms used 
as connection in the joint modeling are both positive and significant for random slop and intercept.  
 
 

4. Discussion     

  
This paper was motivated by an informative dropout issue which we observed in some 
clinical trials. We attempted to simulate some datasets with the features we would like to 
study. However, the base dataset we simulated turned out to have a large effect size (i.e., 
HR=0.66) and high power. As a result, the comparisons among the 4 approaches did not 
differentiate too much. Nonetheless, our illustration shows the following points. 

 The “unconfirmed events as events” and the MI approaches have a higher power, 
reasonable coverage probability, and less bias.  

 The “observed case” approach suggests lower power, large bias, and lower 
coverage probability. 

We did a similar exercise using our study where the effect size was worse than that for 
this exercise. The conclusion about these 3 approaches was the same. For the joint 
modeling approach, more work needs to be done before we can comment on its 
appropriateness for the scenarios we studied in this paper. 
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There is possibility that the confirmation visit might be missing when we observe 
unconfirmed events for the sustained/confirmed treatment failure or response endpoints. 
The missingness might be informative. Multiple methods can be applied to deal with the 
confirmed events with missing data. However, the results may not be consistent and bias 
may be introduced due to violation of certain analysis assumptions for a specific method. 
It is suggested, as stated in other literature [12, 13], to minimize the informative missing, 
and prospectively identify a primary analysis method followed by several supportive 
analyses (i.e. sensitivity analyses) to confirm the primary findings.   
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